Reduced postactivation depression of soleus H reflex and root evoked potential after transcranial magnetic stimulation
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Andrews JC, Stein RB, Roy FD. Reduced postactivation depression of soleus H reflex and root evoked potential after transcranial magnetic stimulation. J Neurophysiol 114: 485–492, 2015. First published May 20, 2015; doi:10.1152/jn.01007.2014.—Postactivation depression of the Hoffmann (H) reflex is associated with a transient period of suppression following activation of the reflex pathway. In soleus, the depression lasts for 100–200 ms during voluntary contraction and up to 10 s at rest. A reflex root evoked potential (REP), elicited after a single pulse of transcutaneous stimulation to the thoracolumbar spine, has been shown to exhibit similar suppression. The present study systematically characterized the effect of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) on postactivation depression using double-pulse H reflexes and REPs. A TMS pulse reduced the period of depression to 10–15 ms for both reflexes. TMS could even produce postactivation facilitation of the H reflex, as the second reflex response was increased to 243 ± 51% of control values at the 75-ms interval. The time course was qualitatively similar for the REP, yet the overall increase was less. While recovery of the H reflex was slower in the relaxed muscle, the profile exhibited a distinct bimodal shape characterized by an early peak at the 25-ms interval, reaching 72 ± 23% of control values, followed by a trough at 50 ms, and then a gradual recovery at intervals > 50 ms. The rapid recovery of two successively depressed H reflexes, ~25 ms apart, was also possible with double-pulse TMS. The effect of the TMS-induced corticospinal excitation on postactivation depression may be explained by a combination of pre- and postsynaptic mechanisms, although further investigation is required to distinguish between them.
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IN THE PERIOD following the activation of a sensory-motor synapse, a monosynaptic reflex induced along the same pathway may be inhibited for 100–200 ms during contraction (Andrews et al. 2015; Stein et al. 2007) and up to 10 s at rest (Crone and Nielsen 1989; Pierrot-Deseilligny and Burke 2005). This phenomenon is known as either postactivation depression or homosynaptic depression and has been characterized in humans (Crone and Nielsen 1989; Magladery et al. 1952; Paillard 1955; Rothwell et al. 1986) and animals (Eccles et al. 1961; Frank and Fuortes 1957) after peripheral nerve stimulation. Postactivation depression of the Hoffmann (H) reflex is thought to be presynaptic to the α-motoneuron and has been associated with an increase in presynaptic inhibition (Crone and Nielsen 1989; Schieppati 1987) and changes in the presynaptic terminal leading to a temporary reduction of neurotransmitter release (Armitage and Siegelbaum 1998; Castellucci and Kandel 1974; Elliot et al. 1994; Lev-Tov and Pinco 1992; reviewed in Hultborn et al. 1996). A similar suppression has been observed with transcutaneous stimulation over the thoracolumbar spine whereby the excitability of a reflex root evoked potential (REP) will change for up to 10 s after an earlier stimulus (Andrews et al. 2015; Courtine et al. 2007; Minassian et al. 2007, 2009). After a first response, a soleus reflex REP evoked 150 ms later will recover to 68% of the control response during a contraction and 20% at rest. This corresponds to ~66% of the recovery observed using two H reflexes (Andrews et al. 2015). The difference may relate to the fact that the transcutaneous spinal stimulus activates multiple, bilateral lumbosacral roots (Courtine et al. 2007; Maertens de Noordhout et al. 1988; Minassian et al. 2007) in addition to the fibers located within the tibial nerve (TN).

Corticospinal input can interact with spinal interneurons, as transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) decreases postactivation depression of REPs during double-pulse (50 ms) stimulation (Roy et al. 2014) and, similarly, reduces presynaptic inhibition of the H reflex (Iles 1996; Meunier 1999; Valls-Solé et al. 1994). The effect of TMS on postactivation depression is transient, lasting ~25 ms, and is maximal when descending inputs arrive at the motoneuron pool 8–13 ms before the afferent inputs produced by the transcutaneous spinal stimulus (Roy et al. 2014). Such a delay shares similarities to the period of facilitation measured with a single soleus REP (Knikou 2014; Roy et al. 2014) or H reflex (Nielsen and Petersen 1995; Serranova et al. 2008; Valls-Solé et al. 1994) conditioned by TMS. Postactivation depression of the soleus H reflex is reduced in Parkinson’s disease, although the strength of the pathway can be enhanced by using subthalamic nucleus stimulation, potentially, through a reticulospinal pathway (Raoul et al. 2012). Thus descending projections from both pyramidal and extrapyramidal systems likely modulate postactivation depression of monosynaptic reflexes.

We previously reported that TMS can reduce postactivation depression of an REP in the hamstrings using transcutaneous spinal stimulation, and a similar effect was observed in the soleus muscle of most subjects (Roy et al. 2014). The present study builds on previous work by 1) directly comparing the recovery time course of the H reflex with the REP from postactivation depression in the presence of TMS and 2) characterizing the role of TMS intensity on the recovery. We employed double-pulse stimulation to elicit two soleus H reflexes (or REPs) with the TMS pulse time-locked to the second reflex response. To provide maximal recovery, the
were delivered with a BiStim2 module (Magstim). The double-cone reaching Hmax amplitude. For the M wave, the stimulus intensity was increasing the stimulus intensity from threshold and onward until optimal position for producing an MEP in the left soleus muscle was posterior of the vertex) and then moved in 1-cm increments until the produce posterior-to-anterior currents in the brain. The coil was between resting and active states.

**Methods**

Participants. Ten able-bodied volunteers (5 women, 5 men; age 23–59 yr) were recruited to participate in the study. Volunteers were screened for potential contraindications to the stimulation including a history of seizures, implanted devices, chronic back pain, or prior spinal surgery. Participants provided written consent to the experimental protocol approved by the Health Research Ethics Board at the University of Alberta.

Recording and stimulation. Participants were seated with their left leg in a metal brace maintaining a 100° angle of both knee and ankle joints. EMG responses were recorded from the soleus and tibialis anterior muscles with a pair of silver-silver chloride surface electrodes (3.5 × 2.2 cm; Vermont Medical, Bellows Falls, VT) placed 3 cm below the distal border of the gastrocnemius and along the belly of the tibialis anterior, two-thirds of the distance from the lateral malleolus to the knee. The EMG was band-pass filtered between 10 and 1,000 Hz, amplified 1,000× (Octopus; Bortec Technologies, Calgary, AB, Canada), and digitized at 5 kHz with Axoscope Hardware (Digidata 1200 series; Axon Instruments, Union City, CA). The EMG was also full-wave rectified and low-pass filtered at 3 Hz so that the partici-pants could monitor their level of EMG on an oscilloscope. At the start of the experiment, each participant’s maximum voluntary con-traction (MVC) was determined during an isometric plantarflexion.

The TN was stimulated with 1-ms pulses (SD9 Stimulator; Grass Instruments, West Warwick, RI) with the cathode on the popliteal fossa and the anode 4 cm more proximal (measured from the center of each electrode). The optimal position was determined with a handheld monopolar probe (1-cm tip) as the site that produced the largest soleus H reflex with minimal encroachment from the antagonistic tibialis anterior muscle. Threshold was determined as the minimum intensity capable of producing a visible EMG response.

Transcutaneous spinal (S) stimulation was performed with a con-stant-current stimulator (Digitimer D7A; Digitimer, Welwyn Garden City, UK) with the pulse width set to 1 ms. Vertebral levels were identified and marked after palpation by a physiotherapist. The anode (7.5 × 13 cm; Axelgaard Manufacturing, Fallbrook, CA) was placed above the ipsilateral anterior superior iliac spine. A silver-silver chloride cathode (5 × 5 cm; WalkAide premium electrode; Innovative Neurotomics, Austin, TX) was initially placed on the back, midline over the 3rd and 4th lumbar intervertebral space. The electrode was then moved progressively more rostral in 2.5-cm increments until the position that produced the largest soleus REP was identified.

TMS was delivered over the motor cortex to elicit motor evoked potentials (MEPs) in soleus. Monophasic pulses were delivered with MagStim 200 stimulators (Magstim, Whitland, UK). Paired pulses were delivered with a BiStim2 module (Magstim). The double-cone coil (P/N 9902-00: external wing diameter 110 mm) was oriented to produce posterior-to-anterior currents in the brain. The coil was initially positioned over the right motor cortex (1 cm lateral and 1 cm posterior of the vertex) and then moved in 1-cm increments until the optimal position for producing an MEP in the left soleus muscle was determined (range: 0–2 cm posterior and 1–2 cm lateral).

Recruitment curves were collected for the H reflex by gradually increasing the stimulus intensity from threshold and onward until reaching Hmax amplitude. For the M wave, the stimulus intensity was further increased beyond the level required to elicit Hmax to the intensity that produced Mmax. Separate recruitment curves were also collected for the MEP and REP. Double pulses of spinal stimulation were administered 50 ms apart to distinguish the reflex REP from the direct coactivation of motor axons in the ventral roots. The presence of a first response and the reduction of a second because of postacti-vation depression was indicative of a reflex REP (Courtine et al. 2007; Minassian et al. 2007; Roy et al. 2012). The stimulation intensity was increased from threshold up to REPmax or the intensity at which the first REP increased at the same rate as the second REP, which was consistent with the direct activation of motor axons.

**Optimizing the TMS-H reflex and TMS-REP delay.** The optimal delay of the TMS pulse relative to a second TN stimulus (TMS-TN) was optimized prior to testing the effect of TMS on postactivation depression. TMS was set to 10–15% of the maximal stimulator output (MSO) above threshold. The stimulus intensity for the H reflex was adjusted to produce half of its maximal soleus EMG response, as both excitatory and inhibitory influences can be observed at this level of response activation (Zehr and Stein 1999). Postactivation depression was induced with two TN stimuli 100 ms apart, as this interval typically permitted a small amount of recovery of the second H reflex. In some subjects, the interpulse interval (IPI) was increased (150–275 ms) in order to produce a visible second reflex response. TMS was then delivered 5, 7, 10, 13, 15, 17, 20, and 25 ms before the second TN stimulus. The optimal delay was defined as the interval that produced maximum facilitation of the second reflex and was fixed for the duration of testing. As the latency of the REP was ~12 ms shorter than the H reflex, the TMS-S delay was 12 ms longer than the TMS-TN delay to ensure that the timing of the inputs reaching the motoneuron pool was equivalent.

**TMS on spinal reflexes during contraction.** The effect of TMS on the recovery from postactivation depression produced by double-pulse H reflexes was studied with a half-maximum reflex response amplitude during an isometric plantarflexion at 15–20% of MVC. Eight subjects were tested. To study the interaction across time, the IPI between the pairs of TN stimuli was systematically increased from 5 to 100 ms (i.e., 5, 10, 15, 25, 50, 75, and 100 ms). TMS was timed in relation to the second TN (or S) stimulus using the optimal delay described above, which remained fixed throughout the experiment. TMS was administered at five intensities (threshold, 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% MSO above threshold) to test the effect of stimulus intensity on the recovery curves. Conditions without TMS were collected for comparison. Each condition was repeated four times. Testing was done at 0.2 Hz, as the effect of postactivation depression is sufficiently small after 5 s (Crone and Nielsen 1989; Pierrot-Deseilligny and Burke 2005). The above protocol was repeated with REPs to compare the effect of activating additional afferents on the recovery curve.

**TMS on the H reflex at rest.** We investigated the interaction (i.e., TMS-TN) at rest to characterize the impact of motor state. Eight subjects were tested (2 new subjects; done ~10–12 wk after the first experiment) with the same protocol described above for the H reflex. Given that the recovery curve at rest exhibited a bimodal shape, the time course was further reassessed with a finer resolution of IPIs (5, 8, 10, 12, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 75, 100, 150, and 200 ms). TMS was delivered at 15% MSO above threshold. Each IPI was tested four times, and eight stimuli were applied with TMS alone. The recovery of the H reflex from postactivation depression without TMS was also measured.

**TMS on triple-pulse H reflexes at rest.** Postactivation depression during multipulse stimulation was evaluated with H reflexes produced by a short train of electrical stimuli (3 pulses, typically ~40 Hz). We tested the same eight subjects involved in the previous study at rest. The chosen IPI was determined as the interval that produced the greatest recovery for IPIs < 50 ms (see above). The H reflex was adjusted to elicit a half-maximal amplitude. As preliminary experi-ments had shown that the excitation produced by one TMS pulse was too brief (see also Roy et al. 2014) to simultaneously facilitate both the second (H2) and third (H3) H reflexes, H2 and H3 were each
conditioned by a TMS pulse. The interaction was tested at four TMS intensities (threshold, 5%, 10%, and 15% MSO above threshold), as well as without TMS. Each condition was repeated four times. On the basis that paired-pulse TMS will facilitate the MEP (Poon et al. 2008; Valls-Solé et al. 1992; Wassermann et al. 1996), the MEP doublet was also evaluated without TN stimulation.

Analysis. The data were analyzed with MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA). The amplitudes of the H reflex, REP, and MEP were measured peak to peak. H2 and REP2 were expressed as percentages of their unconditioned control responses (H1 and REP1), and full recovery was represented by 100%. At IPIs ≤ 15 ms, H1 (or REP1) could alter the shape of H2 (or REP2) since the peaks could overlap. This was particularly evident when TMS would also facilitate the first reflex because of spatiotemporal facilitation (Poon et al. 2008; Roy et al. 2014). To remove the contribution of H1 (or REP1) at IPIs could alter the shape of H2 (or REP2) since the peaks could overlap. To remove the contribution of H1 (or REP1) at IPIs ≤ 15 ms, the control reflex was 1) aligned with H1 (or REP1), 2) scaled with linear regression, and then 3) subtracted from the experimental data. Traces not having a visible H2 (or REP2) were given a value of zero. Latencies were determined by visual inspection of the waveforms. Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS analytics software (SPSS, Chicago, IL). H refleexes and REPs collected during a contraction were analyzed with a three-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA) treating “condition” (H reflex and REP), stimulus “intensity” (5 levels plus “without TMS” condition), and “interval” (7 levels) as within-subject factors. Two-way RM-ANOVA was applied to the H reflex and REP conditions separately. A two-way RM-ANOVA was used across subjects for intervals ≥ 25 ms to determine M-wave consistency. IPIs ≤ 25 ms were excluded, as waveforms tended to overlap at short intervals. A histogram was created with the rest data to illustrate the IPIs that most frequently created with the rest data to illustrate the IPIs that most frequently

RESULTS

TMS on spinal reflexes during contraction. Figure 1A shows representative subject data where pairs of TN stimuli were applied 100 ms apart. The second H reflex (H2; Fig. 1A, top) was reduced to 71% of the first (H1) because of postactivation depression. Administering a TMS pulse 15 ms before the second TN stimulus (Fig. 1A, middle) resulted in the facilitation of H2 (233% of control; postactivation facilitation), which was also considerably larger than the size of the conditioning MEP (Fig. 1A, bottom). The interaction was modulated as a function of the TMS-TN delay (Fig. 1B).

Figure 2 shows the recovery of the H reflex and the REP from postactivation depression in an example subject. Both the H reflex and REP were almost entirely suppressed at IPIs ≤ 50 ms (Fig. 2, A and B). When the depressed reflexes were conditioned with TMS, both reflexes showed marked recovery at all IPIs ≥ 10 ms (Fig. 2, C and D). Within the group, Hmax, REPmax, and MEPmax measured during a voluntary contraction were 3.6 ± 0.4 mV, 5.2 ± 0.7 mV, and 1.2 ± 0.2 mV (46%, 67%, and 15% of Mmax), respectively. Whenever present, M waves were maintained at a low level of response activation and did not vary significantly throughout experimentation [2-way RM ANOVA: F(2,14) = 2.159; P = 0.152]. As REPmax was larger than Hmax (P < 0.001), the control REP (REP1; 3.2 ± 0.6 mV) was also larger than the control H reflex (H1; 2.2 ± 0.3 mV, P < 0.001). Reflex responses were well matched at 61–62% of their maximum amplitude and were elicited at 43.7 ± 3.8 V (H reflex) and 45.0 ± 3.8 mA (REP). As the latencies of the MEP (32.2 ± 1.3 ms) and the H reflex (31.9 ± 1.1 ms) were similar, a TMS pulse administered 14.4 ± 0.9 ms before the TN stimulus caused the MEP waveform to overlap during the first part of the conditioned reflex. The overlap was comparable for the REP, as TMS was delivered ∼26 ms before the spinal stimulus because the latency of the REP (20.5 ± 0.6 ms) was ∼12 ms shorter than the H reflex.

Grouping the experimental data into three factors (“condition,” “interval,” and “intensity”), a three-way RM ANOVA showed a significant “condition” effect [F(1,7) = 7.27; P = 0.031], indicating that the facilitatory effect of the corticospinal input was greater on the H reflex compared with the REP. Separate two-way RM ANOVAs applied to the H reflex and REP data resulted in significant “interval” [H reflex: F(6,42) = 12.11, P < 0.001; REP: F(6,42) = 11.19, P < 0.001] and “intensity” [H reflex: F(5,35) = 16.77, P < 0.001; REP: F(5,35) = 36.51, P < 0.001] effects, suggesting that the recovery was affected by both interval and intensity. With TMS set to 240% MSO above threshold (i.e., 40.6 ± 24% MSO; Fig. 3B), both H reflexes and REPs reached control values at IPIs as short as 10 and 15 ms, respectively (Fig. 3, C and D). Beyond the 50-ms IPI, reflex responses exceeded control values. In particular, postactivation depression was
replaced by postactivation facilitation, as the recovered H reflex was 243 ± 51% of its control value at the 75-ms IPI ($P < 0.05$). This was also 667 ± 79% of the conditioning MEP amplitude (Fig. 3B). In the absence of TMS, postactivation depression of the H reflex was consistently less than the REP [2-way RM ANOVA: $F(1,7) = 10.44$, $P = 0.014$; compare open circles in Fig. 3].

**TMS on the H reflex at rest.** Figure 4 shows the effect of TMS on postactivation depression of the H reflex at rest in two example subjects. The profile of the first subject demonstrated a narrow peak at the 10-ms IPI, which was superimposed on a gradual later recovery starting at 50 ms (Fig. 4A). The second subject exhibited a peak at 15 ms, which was followed by a period of depression from 25 to 75 ms and then an increase to 176% at 100 ms (Fig. 4B). In both examples the MEP was <5% of the control H reflex, so its direct contribution was negligible. Within the group, all subjects showed evidence of bimodal recovery. The values of $H_{\text{max}}$ and $\text{MEP}_{\text{max}}$ within the group were 3.6 ± 0.4 and 0.4 ± 0.2 mV (51% and 6% of $M_{\text{max}}$), respectively, while the control H reflex was 2.3 ± 0.3 mV (64% of $H_{\text{max}}$). The MEP (Fig. 4C) threshold at rest was 48.1 ± 3.9% MSO. A two-way RM ANOVA revealed a significant main effect for “intensity” [$F(5,35) = 15.13$, $P < 0.001$] and an “intensity” × “interval” interaction effect [$F(30,210) = 1.84$, $P = 0.007$]. Averaged across subjects, the H reflex recovered to 72 ± 23% of control values at the 25-ms IPI and decreased to 40 ± 10% at the 50-ms interval (Fig. 4D). In the six subjects who participated in both parts of the study, a three-way RM ANOVA showed a significant difference between the voluntary and rest conditions [$F(1,5) = 24.31$, $P = 0.002$; data not shown], which is indicative of state-dependent differences.

Fig. 3. A: schematic of the stimulation protocol. TMS was delivered prior to the 2nd TN stimulus (TMS-TN delay). The TMS-S delay was 12 ms longer when testing the interaction with the REP. B: average MEP amplitude plotted as a function of intensity. Control H reflex (solid line) and REP (dashed line) amplitudes are shown in B for reference. $C$ and $D$: effect of corticospinal input on the recovery of the H reflex (C) or REP (D) from postactivation depression during a voluntary contraction. TMS was delivered at 5 different intensities (filled symbols). Data are from 8 subjects. Conditioned reflexes are represented as % of their control (H1 or REP1). Error bars in $C$ and $D$ have been omitted for clarity.
The recovery profile of the resting H reflex was further examined with a finer range of IPIs. Two example subjects are shown in Fig. 5, A and B, to highlight some of the differences in the time course. The first subject had a narrow peak from 15 to 25 ms (Fig. 5A), while the second subject had a broader peak from 10 to 35 ms superimposed on a gradual later recovery (Fig. 5B). Within the group, there was a significant “interval” effect \( F(14,98) = 1.93, P = 0.032; \) Fig. 5C and the IPIs that most frequently produced the short-latency increase were from 15 and 30 ms (Fig. 5D).

**TMS on triple-pulse H reflexes at rest.** Figure 6B shows the recovery of two depressed H reflexes with double-pulse TMS in an example subject. TN triplets were delivered with a 25-ms IPI, and two TMS pulses were used to condition the second and third H reflexes (Fig. 6A). While both H2 and H3 were completely suppressed (see Fig. 6B, top), corticospinal input caused the partial recovery of both depressed reflexes (see Fig. 6B, middle). Figure 6D illustrates the group recovery of H2 and H3 at the different TMS intensities. The H reflexes were significantly facilitated by TMS \( F(1,15) = \)
12.71, \( P = 0.003 \), and the increases to H2 and H3 were not different \( F(1,7) = 0.18, \ P = 0.9 \). There were also no differences between the facilitatory effects of the four TMS intensities \( F(3,21) = 28, \ P = 0.84 \), presumably since the amplitudes of the corresponding MEP doublets were similar (Fig. 6C). Averaged across all TMS intensities, H2 and H3 recovered to 42 ± 17% of control values. This was three times larger than the MEP doublet, which on its own was only 14 ± 11% of the control H reflex.

**DISCUSSION**

This series of experiments demonstrated that TMS can reduce and even reverse postactivation depression of the H reflex and REP in soleus. In the presence of a suprathreshold TMS pulse, full recovery of H2 and REP2 was possible in as little as 10–15 ms during voluntary contraction. To characterize the effect of motor state, we further explored the strength of this interaction using the H reflex at rest. While the recovery was weaker at rest, the profile exhibited a more distinct bimodal recovery pattern, having an early peak of excitation (~25 ms) superimposed on a later, more gradual recovery. The early excitation was also present with triple-pulse stimulation at ~25-ms IPIs, given that two consecutively depressed H reflexes could be facilitated by two time-locked MEPs.

**Transient TMS-induced corticospinal excitation on spinal neurons.** TMS caused a reduction in postactivation depression of the H reflex and REP at all IPIs ≥ 10 ms. The strength of the interaction progressively increased from the threshold TMS intensity (see Fig. 3C) and was typically maximal when TMS was 15% MSO above threshold. While the effect of TMS-induced corticospinal excitation on postactivation depression of the REP can last for ~25 ms (see Roy et al. 2014), the strength of the interaction was maximal when the first corticospinal volley reached the motoneuron pool ~14 ms before the segmental input. This timing agrees with previous reports using TMS and single H reflexes (Nielsen and Petersen 1995; Serranova et al. 2008; Valls-Solé et al. 1994). A similar profile has also been observed after subthalamic nucleus stimulation, presumably through the activation of corticospinal tract fibers within the internal capsule (Costa et al. 2011). Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the facilitatory time course in soleus, including a decrease in the amount of presynaptic inhibition acting on Ia afferents (see Costa et al. 2011) along with the temporal summation of excitatory postsynaptic potentials from slow corticospinal fibers and/or indirectly from polysynaptic pathways (Nielsen and Petersen 1995).
Comparing motor state and reflex type. With TMS, recovery of the H reflex was greater during a contraction relative to rest, which is similar to the trend observed for the soleus REP (Roy et al. 2014). The effect of motor state is likely attributed to the well-known reduction in postactivation depression that occurs during voluntary contraction (Burke et al. 1989; Hultborn and Nielsen 1998; Rothwell et al. 1986). In general, the recovery time courses of the H reflex and REP with TMS were comparable, suggesting that the pathways underwent similar modulation. However, the recovery was less for the REP, even though both reflexes were matched as a percentage of their maximum amplitude. Weaker recovery of the REP by TMS can likely be explained by findings that REPs (compared to H reflexes) are more susceptible to suppression during double-pulse spinal stimulation (Andrews et al. 2015).

Potential mechanism of recovery. Without TMS, postactivation depression was remarkably robust at IPIs < 50 ms and was partly caused by a combination of presynaptic (Crone and Nielsen 1989) and postsynaptic (Poon et al. 2008; Roy et al. 2014) inhibition. Motoneurons are inhibited after an H reflex (Poon et al. 2008) or an REP (Knikou et al. 2014; Roy et al. 2014), likely because of the afterhyperpolarization of motoneurons (Matthews 1996) and recurrent inhibition (Windhorst 1996). With TMS, the second reflexes (REP2 and H2) could overcome the afterhyperpolarization at IPIs ≥ 10 ms even though the period of afterhyperpolarization in soleus motoneurons can last for 100 ms (Matthews 1996).

Postactivation depression is thought to be associated with a temporary reduction of neurotransmitter release (Armitage and Siegelbaum 1998; Castellucci and Kandel 1974; Elliott et al. 1994; Lev-Tov and Pinco 1992; reviewed in Hultborn et al. 1996) and/or changes in the presynaptic terminal leading to increased presynaptic inhibition (Crone and Nielsen 1989; Schieppati 1987). Studies in animals have suggested an interaction between presynaptic inhibition and postactivation depression. For example, Davies et al. (1985) demonstrated that the administration of benzodiazepines will produce a prolongation of presynaptic inhibition that in turn will alter postactivation depression. In addition, repetitive activation of peripheral afferents has been shown to decrease the efficacy of presynaptic inhibition (Enriquez-Denton et al. 2002). As descending drive can decrease the amount of presynaptic inhibition of Ia fibers acting on soleus motoneurons with TMS (Iles 1996; Valls-Solé et al. 1994), the marked recovery of the H reflex and the REP may, in part, be attributed to the modulation of neurotransmitter release from Ia fibers to soleus motoneurons. This mechanism is consistent with the finding that the control and recovered (second) reflexes had similar morphologies.

Short-latency recovery of the H reflex. The recovery profile of the H reflex at rest (see Fig. 4C) exhibited a bimodal pattern that consisted of a short-latency period of recovery at ∼ 25 ms superimposed on a gradual later recovery. The two distinct phases were less apparent during a contraction, likely because volitional drive both reduced postactivation depression and increased the size of the soleus MEP, which may accelerate the second phase of recovery. While a reduction in presynaptic inhibition by TMS may have induced the recovery of the H reflex and REP over all intervals ≥ 10 ms, the existence of a short-latency contribution, which tended to subside by 50 ms, suggests involvement of another mechanism.

After an initial activation, motoneurons are relatively refractory for 3–4 ms, after which time the threshold for a second response will be decreased for a period of ∼ 20 ms (Burke et al. 2001). This can be explained by the existence of supernormal excitability that occurs after direct depolarization of motor axons (Burke et al. 2001). This period of increased excitability may allow more axons to reach threshold, thereby producing the early peak in excitability observed in the present study. The profile of supernormality is dynamic and shifts to longer IPIs after a particularly strong initial depolarization (Burke et al. 1998) and may explain why the optimal IPI, which was typically clustered from 15 to 30 ms, varied between subjects. In line with the time course of supernormality, motor units are known to fire twice in close succession (2–20 ms) (Stein and Parmiggiani 1979) because of excitatory properties within the soma (Jones et al. 1995). Motor unit doublets occur at the onset of movement (Piotrkiewicz et al. 2013) and are responsible for maximizing twitch force during rapid volitional contraction. The presence of double (or even triple) reflexes in this experimental paradigm may therefore relate to the physiological adaptation for improving musculoskeletal contractions.

As many spinal inhibitory circuits are also under supraspinal influence (Baldissera et al. 1981), changes in the strength of spinal inhibitory pathways may also contribute to the early excitation. For instance, corticospinal excitation can cause Renshaw cells to be temporarily inhibited for ∼ 25 ms (Mazzocchio et al. 1994), leading to an increase in motoneuron excitability. Collateral activation of Renshaw cells during the first reflex will produce recurrent inhibition on the motoneuron. This extra inhibition normally lasts for ∼ 40 ms (Pierrot-Deseilligny and Burke 2005) and leads to a strong reduction in excitability of motoneurons. Removal of recurrent inhibition by TMS may therefore cause motoneurons to remain depolarized for longer. As Renshaw cells are only active for ∼ 40 ms, the effect will naturally diminish at longer intervals.

The purpose of this study was to characterize the effect of TMS-induced corticospinal excitation on postactivation depression of the H reflex and REP. The recovery profile exhibited a distinct bimodal curve characterized by an early peak superimposed on a later, more gradual recovery. It is likely that the two phases of recovery are mediated by distinct mechanisms and may be explained by a combination of pre- and postsynaptic mechanisms. Still, further investigation is required to distinguish between them.
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